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Patents maintaining is the precondition of the patent’s value realization,
and the patent maintenance time is the symbol of patent system as well as the
key indicator of the performance of the patent system operation. So if we want
to study the validity of the patent system, we must begin with the examination
of the actual situation of patent maintenance time. This paper's study is based
on the literature theoretical analysis and the empirical analysis of real data in
electricity technological field, which is the fastest growing field among the
eight technological fields, then we can conclude the following conclusions:
Firstly, the maintenance time of granted patents in each technology field
fluctuates around the average maintenance time of granted patents in all
technological fields in six countries. America has the longest patent
maintenance time among six countries, then followed by France, Japan,
Germany, and South Korea in turn. Unfortunately, China has the shortest
patent maintenance time.
Secondly, in the electricity technological field, how much does the
foreign priority affect the patent maintenance time is different as countries
different. For those developed countries with higher patent maintenance time
level, the patents with no foreign priority have longer maintenance time. But
for China, the patents with foreign priority have longer maintenance time.
Thirdly, in the electricity technological field, the patents which were
owned by companies have longer maintenance time than the patents which
were owned by individuals or research institutes.
Finally, if we classify patents into method patents and product patents,
then in the electricity technological field we can conclude that the patent
maintenance time of product is shorter than the patent maintenance time of
method, and the patent maintenance time of method is shorter than the patent
maintenance time of method and product.













electricity technological field of each countries, we know that patent
maintenance time is different because of each countries own domestic
technology advantage develop differences, but we still can extend the patent
maintenance time by changing the foreign priority or choosing the type of
patents or developing different incentives.
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